“Aligarh And Qasba Colony Mishap” Was Just A Porthole OF The Danger The
Inhabitants Of Karachi Are Still Facing Under The Talibanization Of Karachi:
Muttahida Quami Movement USA
Media Cell, MQM USA; New York, December 14, 2008: The clandestine conspiracy against the lives
and properties of the innocent people of Karachi was operative when “The Aligarh Mishap” took place on
December 14, 1986, and is still operative under a different cover of Talibanization of Karachi with the
same conspiratorial devices and with the same agenda of pushing the locals of Karachi to the wall. This
was said in a statement issued by MQM USA today to commemorate the “Mishap of Aligarh And Qasba
Colony” which took place on this day in 1986 in which the Aligarh Colony and Qasba Colony in Karachi
were ambushed by armed terrorist, killed hundreds of the inhabitants of that locality, burnt their houses,
molested children and women, and looted their valuables. The Central Organizer MQM USA Ajaz
Siddiqui and the members of the Central Organizing Committee further said in their statement that the
said mishap was just a porthole of the danger the inhabitants of Karachi are still facing under the sword of
imminent danger of the Talibanization of the city of Karachi which may result in worse consequences
then those of the Mishap of Aligarh. They said that people of Karachi are being punished every now and
then in the form of mass massacres just because they rose to their feet to support the Truth and the efforts
of the alleviation of injustice from the Karachi and are giving their mandate to their saviors, The MQM.
They said that it was astonishingly strange that in the Mishap of Aligarh and Qasba Colony, the terrorist
were ransacking the whole area, situated in the middle of the city, for many hours and the law-enforcing
agencies did not even intervene into their terrorist activities and rather cordoned off the whole area to stop
any incoming help for the inhabitants of the area. The office bearers of MQM USA further said that the
feudal lords, with the help of religious fanatics, extremists, and fundamentalists, have always conspired
against the oppressed 98% people of Pakistan and to help this 98% oppressed people was the sole reason
why MQM came into being. They said even after 22 years from that incidence, the same troika of feudal
lords, Maulvis, and the Establishment, is still operative against the oppressed people of Pakistan and
especially Karachi and conspiring in the form of Talibanization of Karachi just to hinder the development
of Karachi and to stop Karachi from prospering. They reiterated that the workers of MQM, under the
guidance of Quaid e Tehreek Altaf Hussain, are determined to brave all these foul efforts and conspiracies
of this troika. They prayed to Allah that the souls of all martyrs of Aligarh and Qasba Mishap may rest in
peace.

